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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW:

During one fateful performance, Las Vegas magician Hank Medley discovered that everything he thought he knew about magic was dead
wrong, as he accidentally caused every person in Vegas to disappear. Soon, he would discover his cat Sparkles could speak, and that he
was at the center of a centuries-old war between magic’s most powerful forces, as told to them by their new ally, a beautiful Druid named
Sudana. He would also lose his girlfriend, Alle Star, and mentor Hector in the process.
Hank, Sparkles and Sudana eventually encountered the cause of the vanishing--Samsun, a deadly magical being returned from the dark
realm known as the Void Realm. Together with the aid of the wizard, Kon, they eventually vanquished Samsun after a deadly battle of wills.
However, his arrival was merely subterfuge for the Void’s overlord, the evil shaman Serké.
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With a portal now open, Serké unleashed the Void’s most gruesome creatures into the Earth realm led by Hank’s former loved ones,
Hector and Alle. During the ensuing war, the shaman managed to pierce Kon’s chest and unleash his magic into the world. Meanwhile,
Hank, Sparkles and Sudana journeyed to the Golden Realm to flee Serké’s forces, and managed to rescue Hector and Alle. Yet the cost was
high, as Hank, Sudana and Sparkles’ lives remain in upheaval, and the dark forces of magic now roam free in the shadows of society…

CHA R IS M A G I C
T H E M A J O R P L AY E R S :

Hank Medley

Sparkles

Hank Medley thought his life as a Las Vegas magician and
performer was tough, but he had no idea what the cards truly
had in store for him. After managing to accidentally vanish the
entire human population, Hank quickly learned that his pet cat
Sparkles could speak, and soon the pair found themselves on an
adventure to stop an ancient evil, Samsun, and save the world! In
the process, they befriended a Druid named Sudana that helped
shed light on Hank’s inherent ability to vanish great distances and even span time!
Hank and Sudana quickly fell for each other, and along with Sparkles, the trio
has managed to save the world on many different occasions (See Aspen titles:
Charismagic Volumes One and Two and Aspen Universe: Decimation).

Sparkles began her life as a feline in the wild until it was
discovered she had magical powers, and was soon exiled from
her family by her mother in order to protect her other siblings.
Sparkles soon found her way to the inner city and eventually was
rescued by Hank Medley, a down-on-his-luck street hustler. She
would become Hank’s pet as he rose to stardom as a Las Vegas
magician, and eventually revealed her magical abilities to Hank
following his accidental vanishing of the world’s population. She accompanied Hank
on his quest to save said population and later into the Golden Realm. Recently,
Hank and Sparkles helped save the world from the threat of Orlana, the Death
Princess (Aspen Universe: Decimation).

Samsun

Sudana

The ancient being known as Samsun has lived thousands of years
and has the powerful ability to absorb others’ magic in order to
strengthen his own. In ancient times, Samsun was recruited by
the wizard Kon in order to defeat the Death Princess and steal
her powers. Yet, her magic was too tempting, and Samsun was
betrayed by Kon’s clan of wizards known as The Order after they
witnessed his temptation come to fruition. They sentenced him
to a life in the Void Realm, a prison realm for dark magical beings. However, in
the Void, Samsun encountered the deadly shaman Serké who used his own magic
to teach Samsun how to return to the Earth realm by using human’s life forces
to channel his departure. Upon his return, Samsun was the true reason for the
vanishing and it took the combined might of Hank and his allies to eventually subdue
and trap Samsun in the Wall of Trapped Souls.

Sudana is a magical druid capable of seeing all magical beings
via a network of interconnected life forces. She has accompanied
Hank and Sparkles on their various quests and also has aided
the wizard Kon at times. Sudana was recently kidnapped and
tortured by Orlana, the Death Princess, and used as a conduit
to identify and locate various powerful magical beings in order to
control them. She was freed and now continues her own mission
to maintain the balance of magic in the world.

Serké

Kon

The shaman Serké once served as a faithful ally to the warrior
Kon, until he was betrayed in battle by his friend and left to die
in the clutches of the Death Princess, Orlana. However, she
was attracted to Serké and allowed him to be her top lieutenant
and partner. But Kon returned to wage war on his old ally and
soon overwhelmed Serké in combat, sending him into the Void
Realm rather thank killing his old friend. In the Void Realm, Serké
learned the art of dark magic and became the ruler of the sinister otherworld. He
has since trained Samsun as his protégé and returned to Earth several times to
unsuccessfully murder Kon, along with Hank, Sudana and Sparkles.

The wizard Kon grew up to become a great warrior that
attempted to oppose the tyrannical reign of Orlana, the Death
Princess. However, losing in battle, Kon abandoned his chief ally,
Serké, and fled to a void realm consisting of no matter or life.
Eventually, Kon would channel his magic to create life itself, and
return to Earth leaving the Void Realm to evolve on its own. Back
in the Earth Realm, Kon assembled a team of powerful magical
beings, including a young Samsun, and collectively they defeated Orlana—but not
without great cost--as Samsun eventually succumbed to the temptation of his own
powers. Kon and his allies decided to form The Order, a group of wizards that
would work to preserve the sanctity of magic. Their first decision was to banish
Samsun to the Void Realm, as his magic was thought to be too dangerous to exist
on the Earth Realm.

Munchy

Orlana

Very few know the true birthdate or origin of Munchy or his
reptilian kind, yet they were seen as early as Orlana’s rule in
battle against her. Munchy hid out in the desert on the outskirts
of Las Vegas until the vanishing and found himself allied with a
rather nefarious magical southern fellow. Soon after, they would
encounter Hank and Sparkles and Munchy nearly devoured the
pair before eventually befriending them, along with Sudana.

The Death Princess was born with a single purpose—to rule
everything in her path. In her early years, she quickly took over her
own village and eventually created a kingdom built on the back of
her slaves. Eventually, the wizard Kon—with the help of Samsun’s
powerful magic—defeated and enslaved her in a work camp. She
has since encountered the shaman Serké and lived far beyond her
years using his magic.
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CHARISM AG IC Vo l u me 2

“The Golden Realm”

Meanwhile, in Louisiana, the wizard Kon
sought out the assistance of his sworn enemy,
the witch, Dura. Along with her help the pair
managed to return to his temple just in time, as
the shaman Serké freed Samsun from the Wall
of Souls. Following another struggle between
the two magical powerhouses, Serké and Samsun
soon began to overwhelm them, yet the return of
Orlana—the Death Princess—disrupted the fight.

Hank, Sudana and Sparkles were under the impression they
had vanquished the threat posed by Samsun during the final battle
within Kon’s temple in Costa Rica. During the onslaught, Samsun
was imprisoned within the wizard’s Wall of Souls, his own personal
confinement for dark magical beings. However, the trio soon discovered that Samsun’s assault on the Earth Realm was only the
opening salvo for a
much larger invasion led by the shaman Serké’s forces
of destruction.
However, Hank was clueless to the fact that his old
mentor, Hector, and his former girlfriend, Alle, were both
possessed by Serké’s spell cast upon them in the Void Realm.
Under his tutelage, the pair would arrive back on Earth
as his lieutenants of war.
In Los Angeles, Hank and allies, including his
agent buddy, Kenny, found themselves on the run from
the fiery magical lion, Torgan and his acolytes teeming
through the city. Yet, the group was able to stave off
these forces with the arrival of Haven, a tiny ally in the
fight against Serké.

Using Dero’s wooden box containing the golden coin, they opened the miniature portal to The
Golden Realm, and Hank vanished them through
to the other side. Unfortunately, Serké and the beast
Torgan managed to capture and kill Kenny.

Seeking her magical power back
from Samsun, it was discovered
that Serké had double-crossed
Samsun in favor of Orlana, his
long-lost lover. Together, their
powerful magic proved too
much for Kon and Dura, as she
was sent into the Wall of Souls
and Kon’s magic escaped from
his mortal body.
In the Golden Realm, the
trio was quickly apprehended
by The Golden Guard and sent
to The Golden Hall to be sen-

tenced by Sha Lux, the resident ruler. Her judgment,
however, was interrupted
by the sudden arrival of
Alle, Hector and Torgan—
along with their acolytes
looking to destroy the
realm. Forced to team up
to vanquish the greater evil,
Hank, Sparkles, Sudana,
Haven, Sha Lux and The
Golden Guard were able to
defeat Serké’s minions, yet
not without sacrifices on
both sides.
Leaving Hector in the
Golden Realm on his own
accord, the group vanished
back to Earth with Alle,
but their union’s trust was forever shattered as it was revealed
Sudana held back on revealing her visions to the group.
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Read the entire story in Charismagic Volume 2
“The Golden Realm” TPB available in stores now!

C HAR I S M A G I C
T h e D e a th Pri n c e s s
Born with the ability to control minds, Orlana, a
young girl with a keen sense of her own entitlement, would
soon overthrow her own village during her rise to complete
world domination in ancient times. It was revealed that not
only could she control the minds of human beings, but also
prehistoric beasts, leading to the unopposed command of
her kingdom as the Death Princess.

In the Void, Kon was able to manifest new life itself
using his powerful magic, and soon created a realm capable
of sustaining life. The wizard deemed the time right to return
to Earth and defeat Orlana once and for all. Seeking out the
most powerful wizards in existence, Kon soon assembled The
Order, a group of magical beings capable of aiding him in
his quest. The group’s final member was a naïve young man
named Samsun.

However, the young wizard Kon, along with his closest
friend and ally, Serké, attempted to overthrow her rule, yet
were unable to combat the many forces
under Orlana’s control. In desperation,
Kon foolishly vanished himself into a
Void Realm of time and matter, leaving his friend Serké to be captured by
the Death Princess. This action would
forever shatter their friendship.
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During the battle for the kingdom of Orlana, The
Order was able to sway the tides of war in their favor,
but not without losing one of their own, Ro, in the
process. The group utilized Samsun’s ability to absorb
magic to steal Orlana’s powers, but Samsun was unable
to control his own actions, and was incapacitated by his
own allies. Kon managed to defeat Serké
as well, sending his
old friend to the Void
Realm. Later, The
Order
collectively
decided to also send
Samsun to the Void
to live out his life in
eternity. The Death
Princess was sentenced
to work out her life
in a slave camp, yet a
trace amount of her
powerful magic soon
returned.

Read the entire story in
Charismagic: The Death Princess available now!
Collected TPB in stores October 2018!

